
A special thank-you to members of AMA’s

Flight Support Team. Our community

partners recognize that AMA onsite events

bring thousands of visitors during the flying

season who spend dollars in our community.

Their generous donations help AMA continue

to host the many competition events held

annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and

encourages our members to look for and

support members of the Flight Support Team.
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A flock of 46 geese was feeding in the
early morning on the pastures of the
AMA grounds.

A gaggle of
sailplanes waits in the sun while
the next flight group prepares to
head for the winches.

Photos by Gordon Buckland except as noted.

What a beautiful day Monday promised to

be, with a forecast that most Soaring pilots

would die for: 5-7 mph winds with some

cloud and temperatures in the mid-80s. 

As I crossed the acres of lush grass

from the camping site at AMA’s flying

site to the Soaring field this morning, I

came across a flock of 46 geese. Yes I

stopped and counted them. This was

for me a first to see so many wild

geese in one flock on the ground.

Sometimes in Florida we see them

soaring high overhead on their

migration south in the fall

This was the second day of RES

competition where each model

can be controlled by a maximum

of three channels—specifically

rudder, elevator, and spoiler—hence

the acronym RES. Many of these ships are

extremely sophisticated with D-tube-constructed

wings of Kevlar, carbon fiber, and balsa. This type

of construction creates great strength at very light

weight and the wing loading on a ready-to-fly

aircraft of 4-meter span can be less than 5 oz. per

sq. foot. 

Other ships are hybrids with bagged or molded

wings while some contestants fly “woodies”

where the entire plane is created without the use

of fiberglass and resins etc. Jim “JT” Thomas

finished yesterday’s six rounds in sixth place,

flying a 20-year-old 2M design called a Sagitta

600. Another notable woodie was Merrill Brady’s

own-design Marauder sitting in 15th place

overnight. RES is a class of Soaring where there is

an immense diversity in the designs of the models

flown.
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No pilots’ meeting was required so CD Glauco

Lago announced that the first round of 10 minutes

would begin at 9:00 a.m. The air was still just a bit

heavy at 9:00 with no real thermal activity so the

first few flight groups struggled to get their times

in the soupy air. 

Floridian Charles McCann won flight group B

with a 6:44 and Craig Greening won the following

group with a 7:22. By the time the round was over,

a few changes had occurred on the score sheet

with Mike Lachowski (the overnight leader) short

on time and inexplicably missing his landing

points as well, to let Josh Glaab with a 9:56/70

lead the contest for the first time. 

Craig Greening also started to hit his landings

consistently and he moved past Peter Goldsmith

into second place. Peter had a round he would

rather forget when he failed to make the time in

some pretty dead air and was half buried by

another Aussie.

Round 8 saw much better conditions and more

pilots were able to take advantage and thermal out

downwind to get the time. The wind had been light

all morning but it was definitely a cross and often

a tailwind on launch. It wasn’t creating too much

drift though, so many maxes were achieved in just

one thermal with fliers able to get back upwind to

the field from just one long climb out. 

The lift was far from easy though, and pilots

needed to make a good decision early enough in

their flights to avoid the dreaded sink and a short

flight. The lower-than-normal launches with the

downwind component contributed to many pilots

“missing the boat” with the lift too far away to

reach once they had identified it. 

Mike McGowan had been silently achieving

some great scores and he flew a terrific Round 8

with a 9:54/69 to move into a solid fifth place.

Mike Lachowski rose to Josh Glaab’s challenge

the previous round and posted a 9:55/88 to take the

top spot again.  

As the day warmed up, the lift also improved

but the elapsed time between lift cycles varied a

A group of pilots always gathers at the score sheets
when a new round is posted.
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Final scores from the scoreboard.
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lot allowing the whole

group to catch the ride

when it was available

while other groups all

caught a fast ride to terra

firma. Sometimes in the

previous two days of very

windy, hot conditions, the

time it took to launch the

group often put the first up

in completely different air

than the last up. But as

always at Muncie, the

dreaded sink had arrived

and a group could easily

launch downwind in sink

and all fall out of the sky

as the landing area rained sailplanes. 

Round 9 saw Paul Weise win Group A with a 5:09. John

Diniz won Group B with a 4:21. Yet five out of six fliers made

the 10 minutes in Group C in strong lift. The following group

D was won by Jack Iafret with a 4:55 and

John Nelson won group E with a

3:51. So it went on. 

John Diniz moved into the top five

with his group win while JT, flying that

baby Sagitta, made it into eighth place.

John Nelson and Peter Baumeler also made

the top 10 with some fine thermaling. The

leaders at the top remained unchanged except for

Peter and Craig swapping places again as Peter

posted a 9:35/41 to win his group.

Round 10 started during just about the best thermal

conditions of the day with nearly every pilot getting the time in

the first few groups. But as is often the case here at Muncie,

the sink grabbed a couple more of the middle groups with Bill

Cunningham winning group E with a 4:53/73. 

They say that the cream always rises to the top and I do

believe that is the case in Soaring as the likes of Mike

Lachowski and Craig Greening always find a way to get to the

air they need, regardless of the conditions. 

Unfortunately it is difficult to guard against every possible

equipment failure and Round 10 saw Josh Glaab’s outer wing

panel fold on what was essentially a pretty steady launch,

yielding him a zero for the round. Mike kindly offered Josh his

Many
interested
spectators

came out to
watch what

was an
absorbing
contest in
delightful
weather.

Launch Round 10.

Left: Some pilots use a
helping hand to launch in
windy conditions and this
allows a two-handed
approach to launching.

Below: This AvA is on its
way with a good one-
handed throw.



backup Bubble Dancer so he could

complete the contest and they prepared

the model quickly for the next round.

Eventually another competitor provided

Josh a used AvA tip and Josh was able to

continue with his primary ship. Mike’s

bad luck dropped him to fourth place with

Craig Greening taking up second and

Peter Goldsmith third. 

The great Soaring conditions

continued into Round 11 with only a

handful of fliers missing the 10-minute

max until flight group H when the sink

claimed some more victims. Don

Cleveland’s performance really stood out

as he continued to post great scores and

take landing points. His 10:03/73 won

him his group and put him firmly in sixth

place for the contest. JT “span is

overrated” had also continued to amaze

everybody with his Sagitta 600 posting

max after max to move up to seventh

place.

Prior to the start of round 12, CD

Glauco informed us that it would be the

final round for the contest and the task

would be increased to 15 minutes to

complete the contest. As the afternoon

wore on in Muncie, the lift and sink

cycles get to be spaced further and further

apart and this was the case today as the

previous Round 11 lift seemed to have

been permanently replaced with a long

period of down air. 

The first group up had no chance of

making the time air and the landing zone

was busy just a couple of minutes after

launch with the winning flier for Group A

being Peter Baumeler with a 4:55. Group

B also launched into tough air and it

was Anthony Guide who claimed

the longest flight with 5:15

while everybody else sunk

out in less than 4:00

minutes including Peter

Goldsmith and Mike

McGowan. 

The air seemed to

be getting more

buoyant as Flight

Group C began

launching, but this

group also couldn’t put

the 15 minutes of good air

together. Paul Wiese

claimed the 1000 with a 6:38

effort. It wasn’t until my Group

E that we found sufficient air to

make the time and a group of pilots

worked lift for more than 9 minutes,

drifting a very long way past the power

lines before heading home. 

Mike Lachowski left the lift early to

move forward into better air and be sure

that he did not get an off-field. I stayed

longer and took the wrong path home to

find the sink hole from hell and finished

with a 13:20 and Ken Bates flew a great

14:30 to be second to last on the ground

in my group. As you can guess, Mike

cemented his place at the top of the

leaderboard in the final round with a

perfect 15:00/66. 

The final three groups also had plenty

of 15-minute maxes as the lift cycle

stretched out and it was great to see JT

get his max with the cute little Sagitta.

The RES contest was over so everybody

gathered in the big tent to watch the

formalities of awarding the trophies to

our winners. 

Our top junior was Josh Glaab Jr.

Congrats young man; you flew very well. 

A popular result was Merrill Brady in

10th place with his Marauder woodie.

“International” Doug Pike was awarded

the ninth-place plaque and Steve Lucke

filled eighth position. 

Our seventh-place getter wasn’t

around to collect his trophy because he

was still working tirelessly switching the

winches for tomorrow’s contest. That

would be Mike McGowan and he is one

of the unsung heroes working in the

background to

make a

big contest like the Soaring Nationals

such a success. Mike also had the

distinction of being the only flier to score

a perfect 1100 for the entire event. Well

done, Mike. 

Another woodie came in 6th with JT

campaigning that little Sagitta. My hero,

Don Cleveland from Tennessee, showed

that flying is all it takes and he finished

firmly in fifth place. Peter Goldsmith

slipped back to fourth but was always a

contender for the title. 

Josh Glaab was awarded the third-

place trophy and may have won the event

but for his AvA clapping hands in Round

7. (He scored a zero round and finished

just 1069 points behind first place.) Craig

Greening was the dark horse climbing to

second place during a contest where he

never looked like missing his time but

couldn’t buy a landing on the first day. 

Our Nats Champion for RES class was

none other than Mike Lachowski, taking

the title with a pretty handy margin. Mike

flew intelligently for two days and was

atop the leaderboard after every round bar

one when Josh hit the front in Round 7. It

was a very close and absorbing contest,

rich with drama and great fun for

everyone who was there. 

The weather was not always kind to

soaring aficionados but it sure was great

to be out on this gorgeous sunny day in

Muncie, Indiana, with a fantastic bunch

of like-minded people thermal hunting.

See you all tomorrow at the first

day of 2M.

—Gordon
Buckland

Round 8 is underway as each flier readies for his turn to launch
under the command of JT.
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Model Aviation editor Michael
Ramsey’s son, William, photographed
every flier today for an AMA project.

Josh Glaab shows off
the spar failure which
cost him a zero round.

Round 7 gets
underway with
downwind
launches and
clear skies.

Richard Griess
from California
concentrates
hard as he
thermals up.



Steve Lucke  accepts the eighth-place trophy from CD Glauco Lago.
Merrill Brady takes 10th with the Maurauder.

7 Mike Lachowski is our Champion in RES class.Josh Glaab Jr. wins the Junior award.

Mike McGowan was
working during the
awards presentation
but he took a great
seventh place.

Josh Glaab
fought

valiantly to
take third

place.
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Brent Robinson is assisted by his dad Robert as they head for the winches.
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Robin Meek is
working lift as

his timer keeps
the clock.

Peter Goldsmith sets up
for his approach while

Craig Greening adjusts
his landing tape.

At the conclusion of the contest Mike
Lachowski shows off his beautiful AvA Pro.



Erich Schlitzkus
from Pennsylvania
holding his
transmitter close as
he pushes out after
launch.

Craig Greening got
the landing zone

figured out to take
second place.

JT campaigned
this little Sagitta
2M to sixth place.

Mike Lachowski helps Josh ready a
replacement aircraft—his Bubble Dancer.

Larry Jeffreys
worked all day on
the winches,
tapping the lines
down after each
launch.



The RES winners, first through 10th. 

Right: Mike Lachowski lines up his AvA Pro
beautifully on the spot.

Below: Winch volunteers.


